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A model of awareness based on interoceptive salience is described, which has an endogenous time
base that might provide a basis for the human capacity to perceive and estimate time intervals in the
range of seconds to subseconds. The model posits that the neural substrate for awareness across time
is located in the anterior insular cortex, which fits with recent functional imaging evidence relevant to
awareness and time perception. The time base in this model is adaptive and emotional, and thus it
offers an explanation for some aspects of the subjective nature of time perception. This model does
not describe the mechanism of the time base, but it suggests a possible relationship with interoceptive
afferent activity, such as heartbeat-related inputs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
I am a functional neuroanatomist who has studied
ascending pathways for pain and temperature sensation.

Although I have published no reports on the pattern of
brain activation during the mental estimation of time,

the editors of this special issue were aware that the
research I had performed had led to a proposal for a
structural model of human subjective awareness that

involves a time-based representation of successive
emotional moments, and they asked me to describe

how this model could substantialize the perception of
time. Briefly, this model posits a cortical basis for

subjective awareness in which a serial set of represen-
tations of all feelings at each immediate moment (‘now’)

extends across a finite period of present time (‘the
specious moment’). The progression of emotional

feelings at successive moments across time effectively
provides a cinemascopic view of the sentient self. The

endogenous temporal index in this model is subjective
and emotionally flexible. As I will explain, the functional

anatomical evidence that supports this model indicates
that the proposed substrate for awareness probably

exists in the anterior insular cortex (AIC). That location
fits with functional imaging evidence indicating that

the AIC contains a crucial neural component for the
perception of time itself by humans.

I first described this homeostatic model of human

awareness in a book chapter written 2 years ago (Craig
2008) and I elaborated further in a more recent paper

that reviewed a surfeit of functional imaging studies
that are parsimonious with this model (Craig 2009).

Here I describe briefly the anatomical background for
the model, then I describe the model in more detail and
tribution of 14 to a Theme Issue ‘The experience of time:
echanisms and the interplay of emotion, cognition and
ent’.
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relate it to certain aspects of time perception and,
finally, I suggest a few research directions that might
produce further insights into our awareness of time.
2. THE FUNCTIONAL ANATOMIC BASIS
FOR THE MODEL
This proposal for a homeostatic model of awareness
grew out of research on the central representation of
feelings from the body (Craig 2002). I used single-cell
recordings and high-resolution anterograde and
retrograde tracing techniques to study specifically
nociceptive, thermoreceptive, muscle-sensitive and
itch-sensitive cells in lamina I of the spinal cord
and to trace their projections in the spinal cord,
brainstem and thalamus. These studies revealed a
phylogenetically novel ascending sensory pathway from
lamina I (in the spinal cord) that joined with another
novel pathway from the solitary nucleus (in the
brainstem) in primates to form projections not only
to all autonomic cardiorespiratory integration regions
in the spinal cord and brainstem, but also to a specific
thalamo-cortical relay nucleus that is modality
specific and topographically organized in a unique
manner. The subsequent recognition that this pathway
fundamentally represents the long-missing homeostatic
afferent side of the autonomic nervous system led to the
insight that the terminus of this novel pathway in
the posterior insular cortex of primates provides the
basis for the sense of the physiological condition of
the entire body, which I termed ‘interoception’ (Craig
2002). This ‘interoceptive cortex’ includes somatotopic
representations of the activity in small-diameter primary
afferent sensory fibres that generate numerous
individually mapped and distinct ‘feelings’ from the
body, such as first ‘pricking’ pain, second ‘burning’ pain,
cool, warm, itch, muscle ache, sensual touch, thirst,
hunger, taste, ‘air hunger’ and other visceral sensations.
This journal is q 2009 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. A cartoon illustrating how the hypothesized integration of salient activity progresses from the posterior insula ( left)
through the mid-insula to the anterior insula (right). The primary interoceptive representations of the distinct feelings from the
body in the dorsal posterior insula provide a somatotopic foundation and a template for the construction of all feelings. It is
anchored by the homeostatic effects of each feeling on cardiorespiratory function, as indicated by the focus of the colours in the
chest. The salient homeostatic, environmental, hedonic, motivational, social and cognitive factors are progressively integrated
by the indicated inputs from other parts of the brain to produce an ultimate ‘global emotional moment’, which represents the
sentient self at one moment of time. VMPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
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Functional imaging studies provide unequivocal
corroboration of this pathway in humans by demon-

strating graded activation of the dorsal posterior insular
cortex associated with these feelings (e.g. Williamson

et al. 1997; Craig et al. 2000; Drzezga et al. 2001;
Del Parigi et al. 2002; Olausson et al. 2002, 2005;

Keltner et al. 2006). Discrete lesions of the dorsal
posterior insula in the human brain produce complete
loss of such feelings on the contralateral side of the

body (Schmahmann & Leifer 1992; Greenspan et al.
1999). Microelectrode stimulation of either the thalamic

relay nucleus or the dorsal posterior insula can elicit
reports of discretely perceived interoceptive feelings in

awake human patients (Davis et al. 1999; Lenz et al.
1999; Ostrowsky et al. 2002; for additional references

see Craig 2002, 2008, 2009). The imaging evidence
indicates that the primary interoceptive regions in the
posterior insular cortex are re-represented and inte-

grated, first in the homolateral mid-insula and then in
the anterior insula, where activation correlates with

subjective feelings rather than objective stimulus charac-
teristics (Craig et al. 2000; Craig 2002, 2009).

In sub-primates, homeostatic afferent activity is
processed in the brainstem (primarily in the para-

brachial nucleus) and the forebrain receives only a
highly integrated representation of such activity. The
novel appearance of the homeostatic afferent thalamo-

cortical pathway in primates probably resulted from
the enormous encephalization that took place at the

onset of primate evolution. The generation of a high-
resolution cortical image of the homeostatic condition of

the body paralleled the evolutionary development in
mammals of limbic behavioural control by each

individual’s autonomic condition in place of control by
primordial olfactory signals (Heimer & Van Hoesen
2006). Cortical integration of high-resolution infor-

mation on the state of the body provides improved
autonomic control, and thus improved survival of the
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2009)
individual and the species, as well as the opportunity for
the evolution of further advancements in the integration
of the individual’s condition in order to guide behaviour
even more efficiently. Such advanced integration
apparently led to improved conspecific emotional
communication in humanoid primates (Dunbar &
Shultz 2007) and the development of a representation
in the AIC of the ‘sentient self’ across time.
3. A STRUCTURAL MODEL OF HUMAN
AWARENESS ACROSS TIME
In this model, the cortical representation of the sentient
self in the AIC is based on the integration of salience
across all conditions in the individual’s body and in the
physical and emotional environment at each moment of
time. The salience of any factor is determined by its
significance for the maintenance and advancement
of the individual and the species. In other words, a
physical or environmental object or condition is salient
if it has significance for the organism’s survival. At the
most fundamental level of existence, the conditions
that affect survival are important for the maintenance
of the health of the physical body (and ultimately the
brain), which is the energy-efficient neurobiological
process of homeostasis. In this model, therefore,
the neural substrates responsible for sentience across
time are based on the neural representation of the
physiological condition of the body, which is consistent
with the essence of the James–Lange theory of emotion
and Damasio’s ‘somatic marker’ hypothesis (Craig
2002, 2009). Importantly, the main homeostatic
(autonomic) control function for the maintenance of
the physiological condition of the body is cardio-
respiratory activity, yet homeostasis integrates across
all physiological and autonomic conditions to achieve
an optimal balance (Janig 2006).

The phylogenetically novel homeostatic afferent
pathway from lamina I and the solitary nucleus in
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Figure 2. A cartoon illustrating the representation of time in the proposed model of awareness. (a) How a series of global
emotional moments that are indexed across a finite period of present time, from the past into the anticipated future, can produce
a cinemascopic ‘image’ of the sentient self that is continuous across a moving window of present time is shown. (b) This structure
is depicted during a period of high emotional salience and arousal, when global emotional moments are rapidly ‘filled up’. The
accumulation of global emotional moments produces a subjective dilation of time, and objective time appears to ‘stand still’.
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primates provides the basis for the sense of

the physiological condition of the entire body in the

posterior insular cortex. This engenders distinct

feelings from the body that have a fundamental

homeostatic basis in their concomitant autonomic

(cardiorespiratory) sequelae. The neural construction

of these feelings seems to provide an important

template for the construction of all feelings. The

primary neural representations of the state of

the body are re-represented and integrated in the

mid-insula and, again, in the anterior insula (on the left

or right side or both, depending on the source of the

activity; see below). The mid-insula also receives

convergent activity associated with salient environ-

mental stimuli of many sensory modalities (apparently

via higher order sensory regions, the temporal pole, the

frontal cortex and the amygdala), and it receives direct

modulation from the ventral striatum (nucleus accum-

bens; Menon & Levitin 2005), which provides

important incentive/hedonic signals for the integ-

ration of salience. The few available studies of the

anatomical connections of the insular cortex in

primates and other mammals indicate that it is

interconnected with the amygdala, the hypothalamus,
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the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the orbito-

frontal cortex, and that its primordial role is descending

control of homeostatic afferent integration in the

brainstem parabrachial nucleus (Mesulam & Mufson

1982a,b; Mufson & Mesulam 1982; Augustine 1985,

1996; Vogt & Pandya 1987; Chikama et al. 1997;

Mufson et al. 1997; Saper 2002; Fudge et al. 2005).

There is a general posterior-to-anterior processing

gradient for increasing complexity in the frontal cortex

(Amodio & Frith 2006; Koechlin & Jubault 2006),

which is consistent with the evidence for a posterior-

to-anterior progression in the insula and with the

enormous expansion of the anterior insula across

humanoid primates. The posterior-to-mid-to-anterior

progression of neural processing through the insula

provides a foundation for the sequential integration of

the primary homeostatic condition of the body with the

salient features of the sensory environment and then with

the motivational, hedonic and social conditions that are

represented in the other interconnected parts of the

brain. As illustrated in figure 1, the sequential integration

in this model is elaborated on the fundamental

neural construct of the homeostatic feelings from the

body, anchored by the homeostatic cardiorespiratory
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responses. The model proposes that this progression
ultimately leads to the integration of salience across
all conditions in a unified meta-representation of the
‘global emotional moment’. This processing stage thus
constitutes an image of ‘the material me’ or the sentient
self at the immediate moment of time—‘now’.

In this model, the quantal structural unit that
engenders a global emotional moment is anatomically
replicated to produce a finite set of repeated meta-
representations of global emotional moments, and an
endogenous time base indexes this set to produce a
cinemascopic representation of ‘me’ across time. As
illustrated in figure 2, this structure (a ‘meta-memory’
of salience across time) can provide the basis for the
continuity of subjective emotional awareness within a
finite present (Craig 2008, 2009).

The available functional imaging evidence indicates
that storage buffers for such global emotional moments
must be present in order to enable immediate
comparisons of past and anticipated future feelings
with the present feelings. Such comparators are directly
indicated by studies of risk prediction and anticipa-
tion (Seymour et al. 2004; Preuschoff et al. 2008). One
interesting implication of a comparative buffer in this
model is that the interaction between a master
comparator buffer and the time series of global
emotional moments might be experienced intro-
spectively as an ‘observer’ that nonetheless cannot
‘see’ itself, reminiscent of discussions of phenomenal
consciousness (James 1890).

In this model, each global emotional moment is
generated by the feelings from the body, the environ-
ment and the social context in real time. Anticipatory
global emotional moments in the immediate future
(which are important for predicting future emotional
states contingent on present actions and behaviours),
however, must be generated by stored representations
of expectations and internal models of behaviour
acquired by experience. Thus, expectations of events
at particular future times must be based on past
experience, and the system must be calibrated by
comparisons with objective reality. Interestingly, the
right AIC displays graded sensitivity to unexpected
cross-modal disparities in time synchronization
(see below).

An anatomical correlate of these hypothetical meta-
representations of global emotional moments/
behaviours might be provided by the so-called Von
Economo neurons (VENs) that are selectively located
in the anterior insula and the anterior cingulate cortices
of humanoid primates; they are especially numerous
only in adult humans but are not present at all in
monkeys (Nimchinsky et al. 1999; Allman et al. 2005).
The significance of VENs is discussed in prior papers
(Craig 2008, 2009).

The hypothesis that the AIC engenders awareness is
supported by recent imaging studies from a broad
range of fields (as reviewed and discussed in Craig
2009). First, the AIC seems to contain a representation
of the sentient self; it is activated during subjective
feelings associated with any physical stimulus and every
emotion (e.g. Craig et al. 2000; Damasio et al. 2000;
Hennenlotter et al. 2005; Jabbi et al. 2007), and it is
selectively active in association with self-generated
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2009)
movements and feelings of body ownership and move-
ment agency (e.g. Mutschler et al. 2007; Tsakiris et al.
2007). In addition, studies of self-recognition (as in the
mirror test for self-awareness) indicate that the AIC is
selectively activated when a subject identifies himself /
herself in a photo, consistent with the idea that the
feeling of identifying with the self-image (conditioned
by feelings of ownership of movements and emotional
expressions in a mirror) requires a mental represen-
tation of the sentient self (Devue et al. 2007; de Waal
2008). A study of the attentional blink (Kranczioch
et al. 2005), in which a second target cannot be
perceived if it occurs too quickly following an initial
target in a series of rapid visual stimuli, demonstrated
activation of the AIC and the neighbouring inferior
frontal gyrus when the second target was correctly
detected at the shortest intervals (100–200 ms) but not
when it was not perceived. Studies of visual and auditory
bistable percepts indicate clearly that subjective aware-
ness of a particular percept correlates with the activation
of the AIC and the neighbouring inferior frontal cortex
(e.g. Sterzer & Kleinschmidt 2007). A study of subjective
recognition of ambiguous visual images that were slowly
revealed reported that slowly increasing activation
occurred in higher order visual regions, but a sudden
burst of activation occurred in the AIC and the adjacent
inferior frontal cortex when the subjects signalled the
‘moment-of-recognition’ that is coincident with aware-
ness of the percept (Ploran et al. 2007). Strong evidence
for this hypothesis was provided by a study of subjective
awareness of one’s own erroneous eye movements
(Klein et al. 2007), which reported a direct correlation
only with activation in the AIC (and not the ACC).
Interestingly, a study of subjective awareness of mental
processes (the ‘feeling-of-knowing’ inherent in memory
recall; Kikyo et al. 2002) reported a selective and graded
activation of the AIC and the ACC. Finally, this model
is strongly supported by recent clinical studies which
reported that degeneration of VENs in the AIC and the
ACC is selectively associated with the loss of emotional
awareness and self-conscious behaviours in patients with
fronto-temporal dementia (FTD; Seeley et al. 2006,
2007; Sturm et al. 2006).

The ACC is intimately interconnected with the AIC
and is co-activated in most, but not all, such studies.
I view the AIC and the ACC as complementary sensory
and motor limbic cortices that work together and
provide the substrates for the feelings and motivations,
respectively, that make up all emotions and emotional
behaviours (Craig 2002, 2008, 2009). This fits with
the dual lamina I spinothalamic projection to both the
insula and the ACC, the respective descending
projections from the insula and the ACC to sensory
(parabrachial nucleus) and motor (periaqueductal grey)
brainstem regions, the overall anatomical organization of
the frontal cortex into sensory and motor networks
(Ongur et al. 2003) and the evolutionarily ancient limbic
role of the cingulate cortex in integrated behavioural
control. This perspective is also consistent with a global
view of the organization of the limbic system (Heimer &
Van Hoesen 2006). Recent functional imaging studies
have indicated that the AIC and the ACC work together
for cognitive control as well as emotional processing
(e.g. Cole & Schneider 2007; Thielscher & Pessoa 2007),
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although, at most times, the right AIC may actually
lead (Sridharan et al. 2008) while the left AIC monitors
behaviour (Klein et al. 2007), prior to activation of
the ACC. Most notably, the AIC is activated without
ACC involvement in studies that focus on subjective
awareness (e.g. Craig et al. 2000; Klein et al. 2007;
Tsakiris et al. 2007; Preuschoff et al. 2008).
4. TIME PERCEPTION IN THE HOMEOSTATIC
MODEL OF THE SENTIENT SELF
If a representation of the sentient self across time does
exist in the AIC, as proposed, with an endogenous time
base that indexes a sequential progression of global
emotional moments, then studies of the human
perception of time intervals in the range of seconds to
subseconds should reveal activation specifically in the
AIC. This prediction is confirmed by functional
imaging studies of time perception, many of which
reported activation in this region (e.g. Rao et al. 2001;
Coull 2004; Lewis & Miall 2006; Livesey et al. 2007).
Such activation was variously ascribed to the ‘ventro-
lateral prefrontal cortex’, the ‘frontal operculum’, the
inferior frontal gyrus or the anterior insula, and few
comments were made on the possible functional
significance of such activation. The imaging evidence
is also consistent with the putative involvement of
dopaminergic modulation of the putamen and fronto-
striatal circuits in human time perception (see
Droit-Volet & Meck 2007).

The most recent fMRI study of time perception
provides strong corroboration for the present
hypothesis. Livesey et al. (2007) designed an experi-
ment in which task difficulty was manipulated in order
to isolate time estimation from other task-related
cognitive demands, because they had noted that prior
studies of time perception might have been confounded
by several cognitive factors. The authors found five
small loci of activation specifically associated with time
perception in the range of subseconds to seconds: one
in the dorsal putamen on both sides, another in the
inferior parietal cortex on the left side only and another
at the junction of the anterior insula with the frontal
operculum on both sides. They suggested that the focus
in the bilateral AIC must be ‘of central importance’ for
time perception. They mentioned that their findings
relate to an internal-clock model of mental time-
keeping, in which pulses from an internal time base
are counted and then compared with stored represen-
tations of the target time interval. Assuming that the
site in the left inferior parietal cortex is associated with
counting, then their results suggest that the AIC and
the putamen bilaterally constitute a unique mental real-
time clock that is used to measure the passage of time in
the external environment.

The observations of Livesey et al. (and the prior
imaging studies) support the view that human aware-
ness of time specifically involves the AIC. This
conclusion is consistent with the proposal described
above that an endogenous time base in the AIC indexes
the passage of global emotional moments across a finite
period of the immediate present. This convergence of
evidence and model suggests that the same endogenous
time base that is used to index the progression of global
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2009)
emotional moments is also used for subjective time

estimation. If the strong heartbeat-related activation of
the dorsal putamen (Ito & Craig 2008; Pollatos et al.
2007) is used to index the shifting emotional moments

in the AIC, for example, then the comparative buffer in
the AIC could be used to compare the feeling

associated with a prior time interval with the feeling of
the present interval across the range of the meta-

memory, i.e. in the range of seconds to subseconds.
This suggestion is consistent also with the subjective

slowing of time produced by an injection of clonidine,

which causes a decrease in sympathetic tone (see
Coull 2004).

The role of sequential time in this model of
awareness has interesting implications. One especially

fascinating aspect is that this structure can provide an

emergent basis for the uniquely human faculty of
music. That is, if music is viewed as the rhythmic

temporal progression of emotionally laden moments,
which this model directly instantiates, then this model

provides a ready basis for the neural representation of
music as a coherent emotional construct. This idea is

supported directly by functional imaging and clinical

evidence indicating a specific role of the AIC in the
emotional appreciation of music and in music making

(Ackermann & Riecker 2004; see Craig 2008, 2009). In
addition, a lesion of the anterior insula can eliminate

emotional involvement with music (Griffiths et al.
2004). A positron emission tomography (PET) study
showed selective activation of the left AIC associated

with rhythm by using occasional mistimed intervals in
well-known short melodies (Platel et al. 1997), which is

directly relevant to both music and time perception.
The emergent capacity for music in this model can also

explain the primal emotional effects of communal

music making, because it indicates that music
inherently involves the core of awareness. (In fact,

recognition that the AIC is uniquely associated with
emotion, movement, music and time suggested the

formulation of this model; see Craig 2008.)

Whether the quantal units of the global emotional
moments are arranged sequentially within the AIC or

rather are flexibly recruited from a common resource
pool in the AIC by the endogenous indexing time base,

the fact that the integration of emotional salience is the
fundamental feature of this model implies that the rate

of subjective time passage must be adaptive. Thus,

another interesting implication of this model is that the
progression of emotional moments across time is

inherently subjective, emotional and flexible. This can
explain the well-known phenomenon of subjective time

dilation during an intensely emotional period (see also

Wittmann & Paulus 2008), such as during an accident
(Tse et al. 2004; van Wassenhove et al. 2008) or a

parachute jump (Campbell & Bryant 2007). In this
model, a high rate of salience accumulation would ‘fill

up’ global emotional moments quickly, because the

information capacity for salience of each individual
neural representation of a global emotional moment

must be finite. Thus, the rate of passage of global
emotional moments must effectively speed up during

an intensely emotional period and time in the objective
world would appear to ‘stand still’ to the subjective
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observer. The illustration in figure 2b suggests how this
might be implemented by the model.

Of course, the converse situation also applies; that is,
during periods of low emotional salience, when we are
disengaged, large intervals of time in the objective
world can appear to pass quickly. Curiously, during a
period of low emotional salience when little is
happening, if we become bored and turn our attention
inwards, then our awareness seems to outpace the real
world and objective time seems to pass excruciatingly
slowly. This might also be explained with the same
structural model, because subjective emotional
moments of self-referenced interoceptive salience are
then passing by more quickly than the static level of low
salience in the objective world. However, quite
remarkably, during periods when we experience intense
pleasant feelings, for example in the company of a
loving partner, real time can seem to pass by too
quickly rather than too slowly (Droit-Volet & Meck
2007). The model of sequential global emotional
moments, as described thus far, cannot explain this
situation, because this is also a period of high
attentional engagement and emotional salience, such
as during an accident, and yet with the opposite effect
on subjective time. A solution to this potential
contradiction involving the asymmetric representation
of emotions in the left and right forebrain is proposed
further below.

Others have suggested that the evolution of deliberate
social signalling or intentional emotional interaction
between individual humanoid primates required the
development of a reflective awareness of me across time
that can compare the effects of my actions now, in the
past and in the future (Frith & Frith 2007; Lewis 2008).
This perspective implies again that the endogenous time
base must be sensitive to emotional salience. For
example, the development of long-distance emotional
relationships, in which interactions occur only rarely,
requires that an emotional moment be extended across
different time scales. The same flexibility would be
needed for the emotional appreciation of the pattern of
seasonal variations of vegetation, climate and the stars.

In spite of the need for emotional flexibility,
objective timing is crucially important for the AIC.
This fact is demonstrated by studies showing that the
AIC is selectively sensitive to time synchronicity. For
example, in one PET study, the AIC displayed a graded
response to a cross-modal timing mismatch between
auditory and visual stimuli that are normally synchro-
nous (e.g. a speaking mouth) at intervals of 150 ms and
less (Bushara et al. 2001). This neural activation
correlated directly with the subjects’ ability to detect
and respond to such a mismatch. Interestingly, studies
of inspection time, the attentional blink and rapid
visual search all indicate a similar value for the shortest
time period that can produce 100 per cent reliability in
human visual awareness (Deary et al. 2004; Kranczioch
et al. 2005). (Of course, stimulus pairs in any single
sensory system can be discriminated with much finer
temporal resolution.) For example, an fMRI study of
inspection time reported that subjects’ ability to detect
visual asymmetry in a briefly displayed image decreased
progressively from 100 per cent to chance levels for
presentation times shorter than 150 ms. The strikingly
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2009)
progressive increase in activation in the AIC (and the
ACC) at these brief presentation times is consistent with
theoccasionalbehaviouralneed forheightenedawareness
of the environment in real time (Deary et al. 2004).
5. FUNCTIONAL ASYMMETRY IN THE AIC
Functional imaging evidence indicates that physical
stimuli that drive sympathetic activity, such as
temperature and pain, cause activation predominantly
in the right AIC (Craig et al. 2000; Brooks et al. 2002),
whereas stimuli that drive afferents in parasympathetic
nerves, such as stomach distension and gustation
(Stephan et al. 2003; Veldhuizen et al. 2007) preferen-
tially activate the mid-insula and the AIC on the left
side. Similarly, electrical stimulation of the right insula
clinically can cause tachycardia, whereas stimulation of
the left insula can cause bradycardia (Oppenheimer
et al. 1992; see also Wittling et al. 1998). Such evidence
suggests that the homeostatic model of interoceptive
integration that leads to awareness uses the right and
left insular cortices to process homeostatic afferent
activity asymmetrically. A functional opponent organiz-
ation provides an optimally energy-efficient control
mechanism (such as the antagonistic muscles across a
joint), and the opponency of the sympathetic and
parasympathetic halves of the autonomic nervous
system (although incomplete), particularly in the
innervation of the heart, provides a primordial basis
for an opponent homeostatic organization in the
forebrain. Further evidence for this proposition is
provided by the effects of barbiturate injection in the
left and right carotid arteries in the Wada test;
injection on the left side (which anaesthetizes the left
forebrain and releases the right forebrain) can cause
tachycardia and negative mood, whereas injection in
the right carotid can cause bradycardia and positive
mood (Heilman 2000).

I have proposed that the homeostatic asymmetry in
the insular cortex of the two sides can provide a basis
for a well-known model of the forebrain asymmetry of
emotion (Craig 2005), in which positive affect,
affiliative feelings and approach behaviours (energy
nourishment) are associated with the left forebrain, and
negative affect, arousing feelings and avoidance
behaviours (energy expenditure) are associated with
the right forebrain (Davidson 2004). This model
implies that the AIC on the two sides of the brain
differs, and the functional imaging evidence supports
an association of the right AIC with negative and
arousing feelings and the left AIC with positive
and affiliative feelings (see Craig 2005, 2009). For
example, the right AIC is activated while viewing an
untrustworthy face, whereas the left AIC is activated
while viewing a trustworthy face (Winston et al. 2002).
Of course, under most circumstances, both sides are
co-active, just as the coordinated co-activation of the
sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves in the ongoing
autonomic control of the heart. To my mind, the
interactions between the respective AICs on the two
sides of the brain required for the formation of a single
unified sense of self deserves intense study, because it may
provide insight into the basis for emotional imbalance.
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Interestingly, there is striking evidence that the AIC
on the two sides also differ with respect to timing.
Ackermann & Riecker (2004) reported that covert
singing activates the AIC bilaterally, but when the
tempo was slow (less than 3 Hz), the right AIC was
predominantly activated, and when the tempo was fast
(more than 3 Hz), the left AIC was predominantly
activated. Other evidence suggests that the right AIC at
times directs forebrain processing (Sridharan et al.
2008) and the left AIC monitors outcomes (Klein et al.
2007), but perhaps these roles reverse in circumstances
of positive affect.

With regard to time perception, these considerations
might suggest a solution to the apparent contradiction
described above in the asymmetric effects of strong
negative and positive emotions on time perception
(Droit-Volet & Meck 2007). That is, the psycho-
physical evidence indicates that if we are emotionally
engaged in a negative situation subjective time dilates,
whereas in a positive situation subjective time con-
tracts. In this asymmetric model of homeostatic
emotion, if our awareness is heightened in a sympath-
etically arousing situation, energy is expended, global
emotional moments accumulate rapidly in the right
AIC, subjective time dilates and objective time seems to
stand still. On the other hand, if our awareness is
heightened in a soothing affiliative situation, the left
forebrain predominates and parasympathetic tone
increases heart rate variability, and perhaps while
positive emotional energy is being absorbed into
global emotional moments in the left AIC, the global
emotional moments in both the left and right AIC
progress slowly, because there is little sympathetic
salience, so that subjective time contracts (seems to run
slow) and objective time passes much too quickly.

This model of emotional asymmetry predicts that if
we are aroused and engaged in a negative or challenging
setting, then the right AIC is more active and objective
time intervals are overestimated, but if we are peace-
fully content in an affiliative setting, then the left AIC is
more active and time intervals are underestimated.
This model of asymmetry similarly predicts opposite
effects of interoceptive conditions on time perception;
for example, if hyperthermia causes subjective time
dilation (see Wittmann 2009), then hypothermia
could cause subjective time contraction, and if pain
causes subjective time dilation, then slow breathing
(activating vagal bronchopulmonary afferents) could
cause time contraction.
6. CONCLUSION
The structural model for awareness localized in the
AIC that I have described is supported by a large
number of studies, as briefly described above and
reviewed in more detail elsewhere (Craig 2009). The
concordance between the hypothesized time base in
this model of awareness and recent functional imaging
evidence on forebrain sites involved in the perception of
time (Livesey et al. 2007) supports the idea that
the AIC is a crucial locus in the human brain for the
perception of time. The AIC may contain a subjective,
emotionally sensitive mechanism for representing
salient factors in our bodies and our environments on
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2009)
a moment to moment basis. The time base that is used
to sequentially index the passage of these moments
and to detect synchrony in the environment may
provide the time base that humans use to estimate
time intervals in the range of seconds to subseconds.
These ideas fit with the subjective nature of time
perception and with the emotional and interoceptive
dependence of time estimation in humans (see
Droit-Volet & Gil 2009 and Wittmann 2009).

These considerations suggest several potentially
fruitful research directions. Studies of interactions
between subjective time, emotion and music could
directly address this model and reveal new interactions
that define the substrate that underlies our awareness.
Identification of the mechanism for the timing of
sequential global emotional moments in the AIC is
needed, because the present model does not specify
how the endogenous time base is instantiated. The
possibility that the strong influence of the heartbeat on
the AIC and the dorsal putamen (Critchley et al. 2004;
Pollatos et al. 2007; Ito & Craig 2008) might
be important for the endogenous time base needs to
be examined. The homeostatic model suggests that
interoceptive feelings from the body provide the
basis for the construct of the sentient self in global
emotional moments, and so this model suggests
potential explanations for the dependence of subjective
time perception on interoceptive signals, such as
body temperature (see Wittmann 2009). The
interactions between the AIC on the two sides are
potentially highly significant, and the predictions from
this model of asymmetry described above need to be
tested. Similarly, the identification of the buffer used
for comparisons of feelings (and time intervals) remains
to be accomplished. I look forward to future advances
in this field.
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